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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this research work is to understand of visual 

behavior from image. Since computer vision is hugely 

potential research area for researcher, connecting image 

captioning and detection of an object, visual behavior 

detection started to fasten researchers’ consideration because 

of its descriptive power and clear structure in terms of 

accuracy. By the progress of Deep Learning, giving the 

computer a chance to comprehend an image is by all accounts 

progressively closer. With the analysis on object recognition 

slowly getting to develop progressively more scientists put 

their consideration on more elevated amount comprehension 

of the scene. Object detection, visual context is now more 

consideration in scene understanding as a middle stage. The 

goal of the research is to discover visual relationships in a 

given image between objects and understand the whole 

scenario. This research presents a framework to this problem. 

Proposed approach performs object detection by using 

convolutional neural network. . This research focus on 

relationships that can be generated by long short term memory 

(LSTM). The focus was to design the framework to adopt the 

Convolutional Neural network with LSTM architecture. 

Proposed framework is validated using COCO dataset and 

achieved a BLEU-4 of 23.5 shows better efficiency than 

previous research methods.  
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CNN; Deep learning; LSTM; Object detection; Scene graph; 

Visual behavior. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
An image, not only collection of pixels but also expresses key 

identical characteristics as well as moments. Behind every 

image there is a countless expression. For instance, by using 

only two objects ‘person’ and ‘cycle’ can make many 

different scenario shown in figure 1. It could be “a person 

carrying a cycle”, “a person falling off from cycle”, “a person 

pushing a cycle”, “a person riding a cycle”, “a person standing 

beside a cycle”, “a person walking with a cycle” and so many 

on. As a human, it is easy to understand the context of specific 

scenario by eyes. But, it is difficult for a machine to 

understand context like the way a human does. The recent 

success of deep learning-based recognition models has surged 

interest in examining the detailed structures of a visual scene 

[1]. In computer vision, Understanding the relation of 

language to its visual personification remains a testing and 

crucial issue. Both content and image corpus offer generous 

measures of data about our physical world. 

 

Fig 1: Different action of a person with a cycle 

Relating the data between these areas may progress 

applications in both and prompt new applications. For 

example, image look is ordinarily performed utilizing content 

as input. It may move towards additional descriptive and 

natural sentence-based picture seek since fields of computer 

vision and Natural Language processing (NLP) has advanced. 

Having the capacity to consequently define the context of an 

image by suitably formed English sentences is an enormously 

problematic task. In fact, a description must take not just the 

objects contained in an image, but it additionally should 

express how these items identify with each different and their 

qualities and their exercises they are associated with. Besides, 

the above semantic learning must be communicated in a 

characteristic dialect like English, which implies that a dialect 

demonstrate is required notwithstanding visual 

comprehension. The aim of this research is to understand the 

behavior of visual context. The major challenge could be 

solving the uncertain anomalies and unexpected behavior. 

Recognize an object and find the relation of this object in 

corresponding other object will be key contribution of this 

research. 

2. BACKGROUND STUDY 
Predicting visual relationship is not new in the era of artificial 

intelligence which is links to computer vision and natural 

language processing. There has been a successions of work 

correlated to improving the behavior describe occurred. 

Previous methods was focused on generating annotations (i.e., 

nouns and adjectives) from images [2], [3], then generate a 

sentence from the annotations by Gupta [4]. In 2015, Donahue 

[5] developed a recurrent convolutional architecture which is 

appropriate for large-scale visual learning, and demonstrated 

the value of the models on three different tasks. Lu [1] 

introduced a model that use object with predicates and train 

visual models to predict countless relationships per image. 

Although it can model can measure to predict numerous of 

forms of relationships, but describing like a human does is 

still a hard unsolved task. Text to Image has also been 

developed in 2017. Reed [6] has proposed a novel deep 

architecture and Generative Adversarial Network formulation 

in text and image modelling, interpreting visual description 

from character to pixel. Using a phase of triplet (subject, 

predicate, object) is key formulate inter connected problem, 

proposed by Yikang Li, Ouyang [7]. They proposed visual 
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phase convolutional network, although it shows that it still 

cannot exceed the broadly used multi-class label targets. 

While executing iterative message passing among the primal 

and dual sub-graph alongside the physical structure of a scene 

graph, [8] proposed a model to make better predictions on 

objects and their relationships. The outcome show that their 

significantly performed well than previously methods on 

generating scene behavior. Although it was quite a 

development, it only experimented in indoor only. Introducing 

encoder-decoder to generate sentence is seen on Xu [9] work. 

Learning action and retrieve data by a models with a large 

number of actions which are linked to each other is tackled is 

stimulating in a practical setting, according to Ramanathan 

[10]. These model combined language cues, visual cues and 

logical consistency to estimate these action relationships [11]. 

However, they used some predefined semantic graph which a 

human never does. By statistical patterns of object co-

occurrence and spatial layout can be used as understanding 

visual context [12], [13], [14], [15], [16], [17]. Achieving 

comparable to state of the art performance, and generate 

highly descriptive captions by Using CNN and RNN that can 

potentially greatly improve the lives of visually impaired 

people. This model was proposed by Elamri and Planque [18]. 

However, RNN is difficult to train them to learn continuing 

dynamics and has consist of problem of vanishing and 

exploding gradient. To analyze modify an image captioning 

and decomposed the method to CNN, RNN and sentence 

segmentation, has achieved comparable results with more 

complicated LSTM model [19]. By directly mapping, turn an 

images or sentences into a common embedding space, works 

on both embeds fragments of images (objects) and a finer 

level and fragments of sentences into a common space can be 

a way solution. A bidirectional retrieval model is proposed by 

Karpathy, Joulin and Li [20]. It decay images and sentences 

into fragments and understand their inter-modal alignment 

using a ranking objective. However, it need to remove all 

relation type that less than 1% due to over fitting. While 

particular object class for each region to match with the 

relation ground truth is more consistent to judge [21], but 

faster RCNN requires discrete grid split for the proposal 

region. Noise can be a significant issue in the model if there 

are not sufficient data are available [22]. SVM classifiers has 

some limitation, which could leads to fail the model. 

3. PROPOSED RESEARCH 

METHODOLOGY 
 A visual behavior recognition is a structured outline of an 

image, where each particular quota is bounding boxes with 

their object groups, edges correspond to their pairwise 

relationships between objects. Objects involving people, stuff. 

 

Fig 2: Proposed architecture 

Scene etc. With a primary complemented set of images    

based on global descriptor similarity. It need to comparable to 

rearrange the selected sentence by combining estimations of 

image content. Our worked has majority over current state-of-

the-art methods, specifically, for out-of-domain images. In 

order to solve, it needs to present individually main advance 

of the proposed framework in detail in the following 

subsection: 

3.1 Detection and Recognition 
Nowadays, object detection methods have improved 

remarkably, not only it shows practical performance for a 

small number of groups of objects but also for a mid-level 

demonstration for scene recognition. Images. However, it still 

produces quite noisy results, usually in the form of a large 

number of false positive detections for consecutively detectors 

on general web.  

 

Fig 3: Inception V3 Architecture for detection and 

recognition. 

This becomes even more of a difficulty to content prediction 

because of the number of object detectors growths. However, 

it is understandable that if it have some earlier knowledge 

about the content of an image, then it can utilize even these 

imperfect detectors. In this work for detection and 

recognition, it will use the pre-trained tensorflow [23] with 

Inception-v3 (Figure. 3) as the convolutional neural network 

(CNN) for visual feature extraction which was tested on 

MSCOCO data set with over 1 million iteration. 

3.2 Inference Generation 
There are numerous methodologies that can be used to 

produce a sentence from an image, but it will be viable to 

follow with Vinyals [24] work. Here, it sampling first one 

where it just trial the first word permitting to    , which  

arrange for the resultant embedding’s input and sample, 

persistent like this until it get one of those: distinct end-of-

sentence token or highest length. The second one is Beam 

Search; it is continuously reflect k (the set of the best 

sentences) with t (time) as candidates of size t + 1 to generate 

sentences, and retain only best k result of them. This approach 

write as follow, 

                  

 

 

Fig 4: LSTM Block 

It is understandable that to get efficient performance, beam 

size is limited to 20 in the following experiments. 
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3.3 Sentence Generator 
It is one the major challenge on this research. The produced 

sentences are projected supposed to be further constructive 

than previous generated by other obtainable research in terms 

of attribute and labeling details. It needs to use Vinyals [24] 

LSTM which has shown remarkable performance on sequence 

jobs such as machine translation. Vanishing and exploding 

gradients problems are adversary here. To deal with, it needs 

to use LSTM. The mechanism of LSTM model is consist of a 

memory cell c which encoding knowledge at every time step 

of what inputs have been detected to this step (see Fig. 4). 

“Gates” – layers measured the behavior which are applied 

multiplicatively. In specific, the purpose use of three gates is 

to control current cell value so that it never forget and to 

output the new cell value (output gate o). The equation of the 

gates and cell update and output as follows: 

                     

                     

                     

                                    

            

                 

Where   denotes the product of a gate value in addition to the 

trained parameters represent various  . This multiplicative 

gates make it possible as it discerning the exploding and 

vanishing gradients problems by deal with it and train the 

LSTM robustly. The nonlinearities are sigmoid      and 

hyperbolic tangent h    the last equation   is what is used to 

feed to a Softmax, is to use to determine probability 

distribution     over all words. 

 

Fig 5: LSTM model joined with a CNN image embedder 

for sentence Generation 

To predict each word of the sentence, LSTM model is used to 

preceding all words as defined by 

                      . 

For this purpose, it is understandable that, the LSTM in 

unrolled form – a replica of the LSTM memory by creating 

the image and it shares the same parameters as well as the 

output      of the LSTM at time      is fed to the LSTM at 

time t for each sentence word such that in Figure 5. All 

connections that recurrent are changed to feed-forward 

connections in the unrolled version. In additional point, if it 

symbolize by I. the image that input and by  

           

A true sentence generating this image, the unrolling 

technique reads: 

           

                   

                          

Individual word used as a one-hot vector    of aspect 

equivalent to the dictionary size. Here,    is indicated as a 

distinct ‘start’ word and by    a distinct ‘stop’ word where its 

purpose is the labels the initial and ending of the sentence. In 

specific by avoiding the ‘stop’ word, the LSTM signals 

generate a comprehensive sentence. To the same space, for 

both the image and the words are mapped; vision CNN is used 

for the image and word embedding    for the words. At   
  , image I takes the input once to acknowledge the LSTM 

about the image subjects. by means of observation, it 

confirmed that the image is serving at respectively by time 

step with an further input produces substandard results as well 

as the network can clearly exploit which leads to reduce noise 

and over fits in the image more easily. 

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT AND 

DISCUSSION 

4.1 Experimental Set Up 
The fundamental goal of this work is quest of visual 

intelligent that can interpret an image since it is much more 

difficult for a computer. Since it used pre-trained model is 

data driven which was trained by MSCOCO. It wanted to see 

whether it can able cope up with LSTM model efficiently.  

The preparation to setup and performed the experiment to get 

fair and precise result from the proposed framework. 

Therefore, it load pre-trained model and vocabulary. After 

that, it sent those data into sentence generator which will able 

to generate sentence by the corresponding objects. 

4.2 Experimental Result 
To test the projected framework, it need to compare the result 

from LSTM based sentence generator. Using respective 

dataset i.e. flicker8k dataset with annotation. The subset of 

flicker8k is split into 6091 training images with 1000 images 

for validation and 1000 images test, respectively used for 

evaluation of prediction. Some of the result are shown in 

Figure 6. 

 The output are matched with the reference sentences linked 

with specific image of the generated sentences, the evaluation 

database approved through the MSCOCO evaluation script. 

This script uses all the necessary metrics and enables 

comparison between themselves.  It will more difficult to 

work, if each image has only one corresponding sentence, 

which makes the sentence generation challenging task for all 

methods to score well with lack of variation. 

The CNN + LSTM structure used as skeleton for this visual 

behavior detection research. While the proposed system 

services a local based approach worked for both local object 
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detection and recognition and associated attribute prediction 

to notify successive encoder–decoder based description 

generation. By means of observation results indicate that the 

sentences generated by our system are more descriptive than 

other with such an environment. Relatively, all baseline 

approaches generate smaller descriptions using their particular 

approaches. 

 Image Result 
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A man lying on a 

bed with a child 

Fig 6: A selection of results 

4.3 Analysis and Discussion 
It need to check comparison with other previous experiment 

such as Show, Attend and Tell [9], NIC [24], Neural Talk [25] 

and Adaptive Attention [26], to assess the efficiency of the 

overall system for visual behavior detection. For that, first 

present the evaluation metrics, applied in this work. 

4.3.1 Evaluation Metrics 
BLEU [27], ROUGE [28], and CIDER [29] are major popular 

metrics for sentence generation based evaluation. Those 

methods use a comparison based portion between what 

machine generated and what ground truth supposed to be for a 

sentences. It needs to present each of these evaluation 

methods in the following sub-sections in a table 1. 

4.3.1.1 BLEU 
BLEU is one of the widely used metrics for machine 

translation.  It is used for to determine the similarity among 

the sentences. The BLEU score 0 to 1. The more its score 

closer to 1, the more it gives accurate result on a context from 

a sentence. 

4.3.1.2 ROUGE 
Recall-Oriented Understudy for Gisting Evaluation, which is 

known as ROUGE, is a set of used as evaluating 

summarization and machine interpretation software in natural 

language processing (NLP). It takes two input; one longest 

common subsequence and ground truth. The calculation of 

result produce a summary of a reference or set of reference. 

4.3.1.3 CIDER 
CIDER is a new metrics for evaluation. This metrics protocol 

based on by comparison of machine translation approaches 

based on their “human-likeness”, without making arbitrary 

calls on content like grammar, weighing content saliency etc.  

Since our pre-trained model trained by the MS COCO dataset 

[30], therefore it is on of key metrics for sentence generation 

evaluation. Huge improvements in the most recent years, it is 

understandable that it is more important to report BLEU-4, 

which is the standard in machine interpretation assertive 

ahead. In spite of ongoing activities on better assessment 

measurements in Vedantam [29], our pre-trained model 

passages unequivocally gradually. The result are charted all 

metrics comparison on Table 1. In any case, while assessing 

our subtitles utilizing human raters, it tolls considerably more 

inadequately, proposing more work is required towards 

improved measurements. By the official test set, for which 

designations are just accessible through the authorized site, 

our generator had a 0.235 BLEU-4.  

Table 1: Compare with metrics. 

Project Name BLEU-4 Cider Rouge 

Neural image Caption 0.27 0.85 0.209 

Neural Talk 0.025 - 0.222 

Show, Attend and Tell 0.021 - 0.204 

Adaptive Attention 0.008 - 0.196 

Random 0.046 0.051 - 

Nearest Neighbor 0.099 0.36 - 

Human Evaluation 0.217 0.25 - 

Visual Behavior 

Recognition 

0.235 0.78 0.38 

From our experiment, it can understand that, it can be possible 

to enhance our result by training more data. Since all our 

experiment done by CPU, it has unavoidable limitation on 

training and iteration. 

With a specific end goal to speak to the past word      as 

contribution to the translating LSTM creating   , by utilizing 

word embedding vectors [31], which has the upside of being 

free of the measure of the dictionary (in spite of a less 

complex one hot-encoding approach). Besides, these word 

embedding’s can be mutually prepared with whatever remains 

of the model. It is amazing to perceive how the educated 

portrayals have caught some meaningful semantic from the 

insights of the language. In reality, having "horse", "horse", 
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and "jackass" near each other will urge the CNN to remove 

includes that are applicable to horse-looking creatures. It 

guess that, in the outrageous situation where it may see not 

very many cases of a class (e.g., "unicorn"), its nearness to 

other word embedding’s (e.g., "Zebra") ought to give 

significantly more data that would be totally lost with more 

customary words pack based methodologies. Therefore, it will 

find its capability in other structured prediction problems not 

only in vision but also in other problem domains. 

Understanding visual context will boost machine to gain 

visual intelligence. Although it sounds might not be difficult, 

it can make great impact on vision field. For instance, if a 

machine can capable of describe a photo from crime scene 

then it’ll be easy to analyze data to find out whole scenario 

from crime zone.  Besides, it will help in monitoring exam 

hall to reduce duplicability. 

5. CONCLUSION 
In this research, the proposed work is one of the popular deep 

learning architecture for visual behavior detection to 

understand the visual context and interpret several objects and 

people within an image. The following work present an end-

to-end neural network for machine translation and our 

generated text is in plain English. The purpose of this work is 

to give a boost to machine so that can interpret an image like a 

human. Importance for visual intelligence cannot be describe 

at all. Proposed architecture involves object detection and 

recognition, scene classification, LSTM-based attribute 

prediction. A convolutional neural network that can turn an 

image into a dense demonstration, monitored by a LSTM 

based sentence generation. The model is used here is pre-

trained, which was limitation due to computational power. For 

evaluation it used BLEU, CIDER, rouge metrics and our 

result is quite satisfactory level with the limited computation. 

In future, it is possible to use customize model to generate 

more efficient sentence. Proposed research methodology 

produces interpretable predicate shifts, permitting us to 

approve demonstrate in reality learning in terms of context. 

Because of the high quality of the generated image 

descriptions, accuracy of result could have fluctuated by the 

using of GPU and number of iteration. Expectation of the 

proposed methodology and experimental results intend to 

utilize to localize totally concealed categories by depending 

on fractional alluding connections and how it can be amplified 

to perform consideration saccades on scene charts. 

Enhancements in behavior location might concrete the way 

for vision calculations to identify inconspicuous substances. 

Another work may focus on interpreting videos 

straightforwardly to sentences rather than producing content 

of images. Static pictures can as it gave blind individuals with 

data around one particular moment of time, whereas video 

caption era may possibly give dazzle individuals with 

ceaseless genuine time data. 
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